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ANTOINE SCHMITT

His work has received several awards in international festivals (transmediale - Berlin, Ars Electronica - Linz, UNESCO 
International Festival of Video-Dance - Paris, Vida 5.0 - Madrid, CYNETart - Dresden, medi@terra - Athens, Interférences - Belfort 
and he has been exhibited among others at the Centre Georges Pompidou - Paris, at Musée des Arts Décoratifs - Paris, at Sonar 
- Barcelona, at Ars Electronica - Linz, at the Musée d’Art Contemporain - Lyon, in Nuits Blanches - Paris, Amiens, Metz, Bruxelles 
and Madrid. It is part of collections in France, Italy and USA. 

Antoine Schmitt is represented by Galerie Charlot (Paris) and by bOssa (bureau Olivia s. sappey d’anjou).

Antoine Schmitt creates artworks in the form of objects, installations and situations 
to address the processes of movement in all of their modalities, and question their 
intrinsic conceptual problematics, of plastic, philosophical or social nature. Heir of 
kinetic art and cybernetic art, nourished by metaphysical science-fiction, he endlessly 
interrogates the dynamic interactions between human nature and the nature of 
reality. Originally programming engineer in human computer relations and artificial 
intelligence, he places the program, a contemporary artistic material and unique by 
its active quality, at the core of most of his artworks, to reveal and literally manipulate 
the forces at stake. Antoine Schmitt, alone or through collaborations, has undertaken 
an articulation of this approach with more established artistic fields like music, dance, 
architecture, literature or cinema. As theoretician, speaker and editor of the gratin.org 
portal, he explores the field of programmed art.

Lives and works in Paris.
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Public space



In Facade Life, an abstract visual shape endlessly paces on a facade, in relationship to 
its architectural elements. It slides on the borders, hits the window frames, bounces 
on the door sides, circulates in the available spaces. It inhabits it. Algorithms of 
artificial life and physical equations recreate the behavior of an abstract wild feline in 
a cage : a nervous body, free but confined.  
Facade Life is issued from an artistic principle where existing facades are re-
interpreted by programmed dynamics shapes, to initiate a dialectics between physical 
reality and a parallel level of reality. 
▶  MONUMENTAL ACTIVE SITE-SPECIFIC INSTALLATION ON FACADE, EPHEMERAL OR PERSISTENT,  

 ALWAYS UNIQUE / VIDEO : https://vimeo.com/161695638 

Facade Life - 2007/2016 
Antoine Schmitt

Art Paris Art Fair 2016
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City Sleep Light is an artwork that makes the radical move of transforming a whole 
building into the sleep light of the city, akin to the sleep light of a computer. All the 
lights of the building pulse together : seen from far away, the whole building behaves 
like a single white light slowly pulsating with an organic rhythm. It can be seen from 
very far, even from outer-space. This giant sleep light starts when night falls and the 
city’s activity slows down. It is the sleep light of the city. 
▶ INSTALLATION FOR A CITY / OFFICIAL WEBSITE / VIDEO 1 - VIDEO 2 - VIDEO 3 
▶ AWARD: DIGITAL TURKU LIVE 2011 (Honorary Mention) 
▶ EXHIBITIONS: iMAL, Bruxelles (BE) • Ars Electronica Center, Linz (AT) • Collegium Hungaricum  

 & Nightscreen - Gasometer, Berlin (DE) • Lasipalatsi Square, Helsinki (FI) • Medialab-Prado,  
 Madrid (ES) • SESI Center, Sao Paulo (BR)

City Sleep Light - 2011 
Antoine Schmitt
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City Sleep Light is an artwork that makes the radical move of transforming a whole 
building into the sleep light of the city, akin to the sleep light of a computer. All the 
lights of the building pulse together : seen from far away, the whole building behaves 
like a single white light slowly pulsating with an organic rhythm. It can be seen from 
very far, even from outer-space. This giant sleep light starts when night falls and the 
city’s activity slows down. It is the sleep light of the city. 
▶ INSTALLATION FOR A CITY / OFFICIAL WEBSITE / VIDEO 1 - VIDEO 2 - VIDEO 3 
▶ AWARD: DIGITAL TURKU LIVE 2011 (Honorary Mention) 
▶ PRIVATE COMMISSION: VINCI IMMOBILIER - FÊTE DES LUMIÈRES (LIGHT FESTIVAL), LYON 2011

City Sleep Light - 2011 
Antoine Schmitt
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City l ights orchestra is an open visual symphony for the windows of the city. At night, 
each connected computer il luminates the window of its office, of the home and blinks, 
pulsates, beats, fades in and out, each according to its own score, but all in rhythm 
with a l l the others . It deals with indiv idual ity and global ly, complexity and 
organization, order and chaos.  
The city becomes the orchestra: both spectator and interpret of the symphony that is 
playing, for the festival event time or permanently. It is a global city experience. 
▶  INSTALLATION FOR THE WINDOWS OF THE CITY / OFFICIAL WEBSITE / VIDEO1-VIDEO2-VIDEO3-VIDEO4 
▶  EXHIBITIONS: Share Festival, Torino (IT) - Award: Special Mention • Festival Ososphère, Strasbourg (FR) • Infecting The City Festival,  

 Cape Town (South Africa) • Mediacities Festival, Buffalo (USA) • Festival NEMO, Saint-Denis (FR) • Festival VIA Mons 2014, Mons (BE) •  
 Nuit Pastel, Albi (FR), organized by the Centre d'Art Le LAIT • Mulhouse, Quartier des Coteaux (FR), organized by La Filature • Festival  
 Orléanoïde, Quartier La Source, Orléans (FR) • Festival Nuit Numérique, Reims-la ville entière-(FR), with Centre d'Art St-Exupéry  
 • Festival Ososphère, Campus de Strasbourg (FR) • Festival Chroniques, Marseille (FR), organized by Zinc and Seconde Nature

City Lights Orchestra - 2012 
Antoine Schmitt
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Bosuil Lights Quartet: Music for city windows is a dynamic light-based installation in 
which a visual generative composition is being played by four artificial windows 
respectively placed on the four high buildings of the Bosuil neighborhood. The four 
windows are like four instruments each with its own track : they pulse differently but 
together, like a musical quartet.  
Bosuil Lights Quartet : Music for city windows generates a peaceful feeling, for ever 
different and interesting, discreet but visible from far away : a living presence for the 
neighborhood. 
▶  ENDLESS GENERATIVE VISUAL COMPOSITION FOR ARTIFICIAL WINDOWS / VIDEO 
▶  PERMANENT COMMISSION / THE NEW COMMISSIONNERS: CITY OF ANVERS FOR THE BOSUIL AREA

Bosuil Lights Quartet: Music for city windows - 2012 
Antoine Schmitt
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Systemic consists in the re-interpretation of an existing public place through the video 
projection on its architectural elements of a population of extremely dynamic white 
vectors which they thus inhabit and which incarnate the invisible forces at stake 
within the structures of the building. Sensitive to humans which pass by, very fluid, 
dynamic, autonomous, gifted of individual and group behavior, these force vectors 
proceed by attraction, repulsion, curiosity, boredom, desire, free will and crowd 
psychology. 
▶  INTERACTIVE MONUMENTAL SITE-SPECIFIC INSTALLATION FOR PUBLIC SPACE (HERE, AT  

 POMPIDOU CENTER, PARIS) / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/17534779

Systemic - 2010 
Antoine Schmitt
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La Chance, 2017 
Antoine Schmitt

La Chance (Luck) is a monumental installation for public or semipublic space, in which 
flexible and fluid light lines are drawn on the ground and connect passers-by, two by 
two, chosen at random. Free for them, then, to live these links or not, to follow up on 
this sign of fate, this proposal. To take their chance. Or simply to smile to it. This 
installation is part of my work on chance and free will, and their expression in 
reality, eventually addressing each one's responsibility regarding his/her destiny.  
▶  INTERACTIVE INSTALLATION FOR PUBLIC SPACE / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/248598477 

https://vimeo.com/248598477
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The no-control tower is a control tower that does not control anything. We indeed see 
the direction and speed arrows of the people, but we can only be observers of these 
free humans who manage their intentions and their movements by themselves within 
the world and through the crowd. This artwork confronts us directly to the 
mechanisms of freedom, the one of the other humans, and ours too. It is the 
prolongation of the artist’s research which adresses the autonomous movement, its 
causes and its shapes. 
▶  LIVE VIDEO INSTALLATION / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/96289524 

No-control tower - 2011 
Antoine Schmitt
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White lines live in a large space on the ground. They react to the passers-by, 
incarnating their near past and future paths. Autonomous and interactive, they play 
with their movements, anticipating and adapting, confronting them with their own 
free will. They appear and disappear, cross in arabesques. They choose some passers-by 
at random and get attached to them until they leave the projection zone, following 
them or preceding them in their movement. They tend to create links between them. 
▶  INTERACTIVE INSTALLATION FOR PUBLIC SPACE / VIDEO: www.antoineschmitt.com/lignes-mobiles-2/  
▶  AWARD: 1st PRIZE OF THE OUTSIDE INSTALLATIONS, INTERFERENCES FESTIVAL, BELFORT 2000

Les lignes-mobiles - 1999 
Antoine Schmitt
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Quantic Space Ballet - 2016 
Antoine Schmitt

The atoms of our body work according to the same quantum laws as the whole 
universe and resonate with it. In the artwork, 1000 cubic pixels move in space in 
apparent complexity, but actually all ruled by the same quantum-type equation 
(frequencies all integer multiple of one another), thus creating a global dynamic 
structure in which the spectator gets immersed, included, protected, energized, 
deconstructed and reconstructed. Quantic Space Ballet puts us in relation with the 
quantum equations and mechanisms at work behind the screen of perceived reality. 
▶  IMMATERIAL SCULPTURE IN AUGMENTED REALITY visible on smartphone, in public space, all  

 around the spectator / SIZE: 20 x 20 x 20 m / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/194264813

https://vimeo.com/194264813
https://vimeo.com/194264813
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Created for the exhibition Fenêtre augmentée of Thierry Fournier.  
A live video feed is transformed in real time before being exhibited on a large LCD 
screen. The Place de la Comédie of Montpellier, France is shifted into a parallel 
universe: a golden magical world in which colors are perceived differently and 
where the color gold is predominant. This transposition leads us to reinterpret our way 
of looking, decomposing our analysis process of forms, movements and intentions. Our 
gaze is sharpened. 
▶  LIVE INSTALLATION / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/129357828 

City of Gold - 2015 
Antoine Schmitt
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Created for the exhibition Fenêtre augmentée of Thierry Fournier.  
A live video feed transmits us images of the real world. A disc is cut inside the video 
image and the image inside this disc is rotated of a certain angle. This disc slowly 
rotates on itself, at the rate of one rotation per hour. The video continues to run 
inside this disc, as well as in the background. At each straight hour, the disc comes 
back to its original position. 
No Disc creates a scene within a scene, by the means of an action on the image itself 
treated as an image. As in the Opening Night movie of John Casavetes, as with the dots 
of color of John Baldessari, the background image earns an additional level of reality. 
The video flux gains the status of reality. And the real reality then jumps in our face. 
▶  LIVE & GENERATIVE INSTALLATION / SIZE: 58 x 35 x 7 cm / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/129359039 

No Disc - 2014 
Antoine Schmitt
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Audio-visual performances



The chronostasis state is a cerebral il lusion involving the neurons dealing with the 
immediate prediction of the future and to the listening of music, during which time 
seems to stop. But time is elastic and a stretched elastic always returns to its initial 
length. The audiovisual performance Chronostasis takes this logic to its limits by 
dilating to the extreme a catastrophic moment, through the stretching and inversions 
of time over the whole duration of the performance. The present moment freezes and 
diffracts endlessly, past and future cease to exist. 
▶ A/V (AUDIOVISUAL) PERFORMANCE / RUNNING TIME: 40 mn+ / VIDEO : https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=6doQI7EfBHI 

Chronostasis - 2018 
Antoine Schmitt & Franck Vigroux
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Photo © Hayeur

Tempest associates the analog instruments of Franck Vigroux with the visual 
algorithms of Antoine Schmitt, to create a real system-universes of pure chaos, that 
can be seen in the movements of millions of particles and can be heard through the 
roaring of air. Just after the big bang, the universe was completely shapeless, fil led 
with matter and energy, but irregularities were born, which became atoms, suns and 
planets… Tempest recreates the sound and fury of these original maelstroms within 
which it searches for the origin of form, it looks for other forms. 
▶ A/V (AUDIOVISUAL) PERFORMANCE / RUNNING TIME: 40 mn+ / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/49065256 

Tempest - 2012 
Antoine Schmitt & Franck Vigroux
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The visuals of Croix are centered around the figure of the Kasimir Malevitch’s cross, 
symbol of the artistic consciousness. The figure itself is constituted of thousands of 
individual pixels, which explode in space according to the levels of energy of the 
audio. In silence, they reform the cross. The generative system is connected to the live 
music during the performance. It provides a quasi-literal visualization of the dynamics 
of the music all the while being the fixed point around which it revolves. 
▶ A/V (AUDIOVISUAL) PERFORMANCE / RUNNING TIME: 40 mn+  

 / VIDEO 1: https://vimeo.com/111343139 / VIDEO 2: https://vimeo.com/111356007

Croix [Cross] - 2014 
Antoine Schmitt & Franck Vigroux
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Revisit of the Radio-Activity album of Kraftwerk. 
▶ A/V (AUDIOVISUAL) PERFORMANCE / RUNINING TIME: 1 hour  

 / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/105605090 

Radioland - 2015 
Antoine Schmitt, Franck Vigroux & Matthew Bourne
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The nine “Moods” of traditional Indian music are explored by the French anglophone 
musician Don Niño and the Mexican electronic musician and producer Cubenx during 
the concert (cosmic, heroic, erotic, scary, wonderful…) in retro-futuristic mantras. 
Visually, Antoine Schmitt creates live a generative world rich of minimalism and 
ancestral forms. The premiere of this show took place at the Scopitone Festival in 
Nantes Stereolux in September 2013. 
▶ A/V (AUDIOVISUAL) PERFORMANCE / OFFICIAL WEBSITE  

/ VIDEO 1: https://vimeo.com/78916973 / VIDEO 2: https://vimeo.com/95102790

WE:MANTRA - 2013 
Antoine Schmitt, Don Niño & Cubenx
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100 Nabaztag smart rabbits play together an opera specially composed by Antoine 
Schmitt and Jean-Jacques Birgé. Evoking John Cage, Steve Reich, Conlon Nancarrow and 
György Ligeti, this musical and choreographic score in three movements, transmitted 
via wi-fi, plays on the tension between the orchestral ensemble and the individual 
voices to create a strong and involved showpiece. This opera questions the issues of 
working together, organization, decision and control, which are increasingly central 
and difficult in our contemporary world. 
▶ INSTALLATION or PERFORMANCE (23mn) / OFFICIAL WEBSITE / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/1952703 

Nabaz’mob, opera for 100 smart rabbits - 2006 
Antoine Schmitt & Jean-Jacques Birgé
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Artworks



Black Square - 2016 
Antoine Schmitt

Black Square confronts a flock of white particles moving under natural laws with an 
invisible square which is almost impenetrable, and thus appears black. An immemorial 
and endless struggle between abstraction and reality, language and nature.  
▶  GENERATIVE VIDEO / Screen, specific program, computer, wooden frame  

 / SIZE : 57 x 40 x 6 cm / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/195866166
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Carré noir [Black square] - 2015 
Antoine Schmitt

They are plotter drawings, done in real time on an old pen plotter, by running an 
algorithm with a simple rule: random scribbling but with a forbidden central square 
zone, which is nonetheless very attractive. Each drawing is done with different 
dynamics for the scribbling. The drawing is made in real time in front of the artist’s 
eyes by the program, and he stops the drawing algorithm, by hitting the stop button, 
when he decides that he likes how the drawing looks at that point and that he does 
not want it to evolve any more. He has used various pen (Bic pen, blue ink, black ink), 
which give various depths and precisions to the drawings. 
Each drawing is unique. They are all numbered by date and number within this day. 
▶  SERIES OF PLOTTER DRAWINGS: PAPER, PEN, PROGRAM / SIZE: A4 (21 x 29.7 cm)

As for the Carré Blanc (White Square) series, the Carré Noir (Black Square) series is 
a work on the traditional tension between chaos and order, focalized here on the 
human mind, and especially on the tension with the Superego (Ûber-Ich), the 
internalization of all the social, moral and cultural rules. A fundamental tension, 
at the origin of numerous knots of the human psyché. Of course, it is also a 
reference to the figure of the square, so beloved by Vera Molnar, Manfred Mohr, 
Frieder Nake and all the other early electronic artists, in addition to being the 
central figure of the artist’s strongest influence, Malevitch, and his main figure 
too, with the pixel. Cette série est sa première série sur papier, et son esprit se 
situe quelque part entre Le Pixel Blanc et Pixel Noir .



Carré blanc [White square] - 2015 
Antoine Schmitt

They are plotter drawings, done in real time on an old pen plotter, by running an 
algorithm with a simple rule: random scribbling but with a forbidden central square 
zone, which is nonetheless very attractive. Each drawing is done with different 
dynamics for the scribbling. The drawing is made in real time in front of the artist’s 
eyes by the program, and he stops the drawing algorithm, by hitting the stop button, 
when he decides that he likes how the drawing looks at that point and that he does 
not want it to evolve any more. He has used various pen (Bic pen, blue ink, black ink), 
which give various depths and precisions to the drawings. 
Each drawing is unique. They are all numbered by date and number within this day. 
▶  SERIES OF PLOTTER DRAWINGS: PAPER, PEN, PROGRAM / SIZE: A4 (21 x 29.7 cm)

The Carré Blanc (White Square) series is a work on the traditional tension between 
chaos and order, focalized here on the human mind, and especially on the tension 
with the Superego (Ûber-Ich), the internalization of all the social, moral and 
cultural rules. A fundamental tension, at the origin of numerous knots of the 
human psyché. Of course, it is also a reference to the figure of the square, so 
beloved by Vera Molnar, Manfred Mohr, Frieder Nake and all the other early 
electronic artists, in addition to being the central figure of the artist’s strongest 
influence, Malevitch, and his main figure too, with the pixel. Cette série est sa 
première série sur papier, et son esprit se situe quelque part entre Le Pixel Blanc 
et Pixel Noir .



Pixel Noir is a moving shape constituted of a flock of video projected white pixels 
inhabits the whole surface of a white wall, but shows a compulsive attraction for a 
black square painting hung at its center, without ever being able to penetrate it.  
Through the contact of the pixels of light against the physical matter and by the 
direct reference to Kasimir Malevitch’s Carré Noir sur Fond Blanc , this artwork 
articulates the artist’s formal research around the programmation of movement with a 
reflexion on the relationships between programmed art and Art History. 
▶  GENERATIVE VIDEO INSTALLATION / SIZE: VARIABLE / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE / VIDEO 1:  

 https://vimeo.com/14987542 - VIDEO 2: www.antoineschmitt.com/le-cube-10-ans-antoine-schmitt-pixel-noir/ 

Pixel Noir [Black Pixel] - 2010 
Antoine Schmitt
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Dance to Death

Uprising

War - 2015 
Antoine Schmitt

War is the delicate situation par excellence in which humans have been immersed since 
the mists of time. Humans are the only species (with ants) to go to war. It is in its 
genes. Our ancestors were warriors, we are their descendants. We are the products of 
immemorial slaughters. Contemporary forms of war are no less bloody and no less 
harsh than ancestral wars, they just take more varied forms. The War series features 
infinite generative animations of war situations. They are real wars between 
inexhaustible armies of pixels programmed to fight and kill each other. They are 
carnages (of pixels), large abstract warfare frescoes, of cathartic effect. 
▶  SERIES OF GENERATIVE VIDEO / SIZE: 107 x 63 cm / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE / VIDEOS

Kiss of Death Burning from the inside
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Swarm is an artwork on the forces at work and the dynamic forms that they generate. 
Here, a swarm of 5000 pixels is driven by a perpetual internal vital energy. 
▶  GENERATIVE VIDEO / SIZE: VARIABLE / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE  

 / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/76285258 

Swarm - 2013 
Antoine Schmitt
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666 pixels n+153 - 2013 
Antoine Schmitt & Patrice Belin

666 pixels / n+153 is an artwork by the sculptor Patrice Belin and the programmer artist 
Antoine Schmitt.  
An entity with a pixel body endlessly roams across a territory, influenced by its visible 
and invisible geography, and subject to nagging and sometimes sudden forces. 
▶  GENERATIVE INSTALLATION / SIZE: 68 x 106 x 8 cm  

 / VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=egT71-FF12M 
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1000 pixels / n+141 - 2011 
Antoine Schmitt & Patrice Belin

1000 pixels / n+141 is an artwork by the sculptor Patrice Belin and the programmer 
artist Antoine Schmitt.  
1000 light pixels moved by a vital urge, explore endlessly a landscape of metal shapes 
placed on the ground which constitute both a territory and its map. 
▶  GENERATIVE INSTALLATION / SIZE: 3,2 x 2,4 x 2 m  

/ VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQR0CBaIxnY 
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Corps Cosmos - 2012 
Antoine Schmitt & Azusa Kurokawa

Pixels projected on a painting referring to a human body circulate indefinitely along 
energy lines inspired by the Qi. The dynamics, shapes and nodes evolve slowly. 
▶  CANVAS, ACRYLIC, OIL, FEATHERS, PAPER, CUSTOM GENERATIVE SOFTWARE, COMPUTER,  

 VIDEOPROJECTOR / SIZE: 218 x 155 cm / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/52195460 
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Ranger Déranger - 2014 
Antoine Schmitt

An abstract composition of white pixels set up inside a black rectangle. The pixels 
change place, one at a time. Two forces are at stake: one tidies the pixels up, the 
other one untidies them. One tries to line the pixels up in long straight lines. The 
other one acts chaotically by displacing the pixels at random. It is an endless universal 
struggle, during which shapes appear and disappear. 
▶  GENERATIVE VIDEO / SIZE: 58 x 35 x 7 cm / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE  

 / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/105298525
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Fractal Film - 2013 
Antoine Schmitt & Delphine Doukhan

Fractal Film proceeds to an exhaustion of the view on a given scene: an autonomous 
programmed camera explores and shows us the same scene indefinitely and always 
differently. Although in a loop, it is never seen with the same angle, the same camera 
position, movement and behavior.  
The scene, written and shot by Delphine Doukhan, is a short but complex drama with 
multiple plot levels, a wordless burlesque huis clos involving six characters during a 
troubled reception with a sense of tacit ritual. At exhibition time, a software-based 
camera, designed and written by Antoine Schmitt, navigates by zooming inside this 
source video material to explore and display of the scene in infinitely various ways. 
▶  GENERATIVE VIDEO INSTALLATION / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE / VIDEO 1 / VIDEO 2
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Rush Hour exploites the aesthetic potential of crowd movement inspired by real life; 
here the urban movements of people at rush hour. It is a formal, abstract, minimalist 
work, devoid of all realistic representation or figure: each individual is represented by 
a moving white pixel. These artworks concentrate solely on the behavior as such, on 
the tension between inner intentions and emergent motifs, between individual 
behavior and social dynamics. It stands on the limit between intelligibility and chaos. 
It shows all these situations where individuals intentions structure themselves one 
relatively to the others and to urban rules (red lights, circulation tracks, traffic jams, 
etc..). 
▶  GENERATIVE OR LIVE VIDEO / SIZE: 100 x 66 cm / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE  

/ VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/154308866

Rush Hour - 2013 
Antoine Schmitt
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Doors++ - 2013 
Antoine Schmitt & Patrice Belin

An attempt to exhaust a form : an algorithm endlessly generates doors, according to 
certain criteria defined in common with the sculptor Patrice Belin. 
▶  GENERATIVE VIDEO / SIZE: 1 x 2 m / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE  

 / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/76284189 
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The piece Danser sa vie draws its name and substance from the exhibition with the 
same name that was deployed in the Centre Pompidou in spring 2012, and resonates 
formally with La Danse by Matisse, the human figures of Jérôme Mesnager as well as 
with the anthromometries of Yves Klein, but most of all it pushes to its limits the 
concept of Free Dance of Malkovsky. Like an incarnation of Schopenhauer ’s Wille, this 
internal “will to live” makes this body move endlessly, and this movement takes the 
shape of an infinite and infinitely free dance. It offers a radical solution to Nietzsche’s 
problem : “I consider wasted a day without dancing”. 
▶  GENERATIVE VIDEO / SIZE: VARIABLE / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE  

 / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/42942218

Danser sa vie - 2012 
Antoine Schmitt
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Each of the Ballets Quantiques (Quantum Ballets) stages a choreography of a crowd of 
pixels displaying apparently arbitrary and independent movements, but all actually 
programmed by the same quantum-type equation. This global underlying organisation 
manifests itself from time to time through unexpected and fugacious alignments or 
groupings, which the eye barely has the time grasp, with awe and delectation. This 
series of artworks deals with the invisible forces at stake behind complex systems, like 
particles, peoples or societies.  
Each artwork is carefully crafted around the relationships of a certain number of pixels 
and a given equation. 
▶  SERIES OF GENERATIVE VIDEO / SIZE: 57 x 40 x 6 cm / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE / VIDEO 1:  

 https://vimeo.com/78089036 - VIDEO 2 - VIDEO 3 - VIDEO 4

Ballets Quantiques - 2011 
Antoine Schmitt
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The pinball becomes a platform for a visual, sound and sensorial experience, which 
encompasses the player and spectators. By turns, each spectator throws the ball and 
each play generates a new experience to be discovered. 
The pinball machine keeps its original structure but is no longer an ordinary pinball 
because all graphic codes are modified. It is the center of the exhibition/show: the 
pinball is the star. The set design is conceived as a spectacular installation. Each 
spectator can become a player. Each play leads to a sound ans visual event. 
▶  INTERACTIVE INSTALLATION / PERFORMANCE FOR PINBALL  

 / VIDEO: ciesoundtrack.com/pages/view/3 

Extra ball - 2011 
Antoine Schmitt & Cie Sound Track

Photo © Marcos Morilla
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Dancing2 (Dancing squared) deals with the writing of movement. Abstract and minimal, 
it endlessly generates the movement of two white dots, along figures that articulate a 
rigorous writing with the freest randomness. 
▶  GENERATIVE VIDEO / A TRIBUTE TO MERCE CUNNINGHAM  

/ VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/92051826 

Dancing2 - 2011 
Antoine Schmitt
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7 billion individual pixels cross the screen, each on its own path, at the rate of 1 
million pixels per second, leading to a movie of a total duration of 1h56’40”. There are 
7 billion human beings on earth today. This artwork intends to physically confront the 
viewer to the mass of the whole humanity. It confronts the viewer to his or her own 
free will and life story, lost in the middle of so many other free wills and life stories. 
It fosters humility, and at the same time, in such overwhelming chaotic environment, 
everything is possible, and freedom can exist. 
▶  GENERATIVE MOVIE / SIZE: VARIABLE / RUNNING TIME: 1h56’40”  

/ VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/71055589

7 billion pixels - 2013 
Antoine Schmitt
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Long credits slowly roll on the movie screen. It is the list of the names of all human 
beings. 
Extrapolating the warholian 15 minutes of fame in our democratic society of the 
spectacle, The Grand Credits gives to every one its room in the credits. It is anchored 
in the Antoine Schmitt’s artistic obsession with the opposition between destiny and 
free will, and it ends up questioning each and everyone of us on our own identity and 
responsibility. Is it the opening or the closing credits?  
▶  GENERATIVE VIDEO INSTALLATION / SIZE: VARIABLE / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE  

 / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/144297780

The Grand Credits of all human beings - 2009 
Antoine Schmitt
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On the screen or on a public display, a news ticker constantly displays scrolling textual 
news, but these news are conjugated at the future tense. Apart from the tense of the 
verbs, all the news are completely true. 
TIME SLIP is a visual artwork anchored into philosophical questionings on destiny, its 
potential pre-written nature or its causal determinism, and in the end, a work on free 
will in a universe where time and its causality can slip. It confronts the spectator to 
the control of his own destiny. It is also a work on the motive energy of 
unpredictability and risk, more and more central in the contemporary world. 
▶  LIVE GENERATIVE INSTALLATION / SIZE: VARIABLE / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE  

 / OFFICIAL WEBSITE / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/15252453 

TIME SLIP - 2008 
Antoine Schmitt
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Psychic - 2004 
Antoine Schmitt

Psychic sees the spectators and describes what she sees using phrases written on the 
wall. The text is printed letter by letter like by a typewriter which we can also hearIn 
the artwork “Postscript / The Passenger” of Pierre Bismuth, a typewriter subjectively 
describes an invisible but audible movie. In Psychic , the typewriter subjectively 
describes its own reality which is the one of the exhibition space.  
▶  INTERACTIVE INSTALLATION / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/51022601 
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Venus #1 is a creature which dances on music, either coming from the internal CD-Rom 
player of the computer, either from an outside source in the case of a concert for 
example. When there is no sound, Venus #1 lazily wanders inside her space.  
Venus #1 , through her very peculiar sound perception, gives us another lecture of the 
music and the sounds. 
▶ LIVE INSTALLATION / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE / OFFICIAL WEBSITE  
 / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/96250450 

Venus #1 - 1998 
Antoine Schmitt
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Le Critique Automatique (The Automatic Art Critic) generates one after the other critical 
texts about contemporary artists. It is very skilled in using the typical contemporary 
art lingo. Each text is about 10 lines long and is different from the previous one. One 
text stays about 10 seconds on screen and is then replaced by the next one, and this 
endlessly. The names of the artists change at every exhibition: they are the names of 
the other artists of the exhibition. 
▶ GENERATIVE INSTALLATION VIDEOPROJECTED ON A WALL OR SHOWN ON A SCREEN  
 / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE

Le critique automatique - 1999 
Antoine Schmitt



“When addressing the human condition, my art works often involve a l iving figure in a 
delicate situation and deals with the forms of empathy that can emerge between the 
viewers and the figure. […] In the Christ Mourant (Dying Christ) , I have focused on the 
climactic moment of the death of the Christ on the cross and extended this moment 
indefinitely. The figure that we see never dies: it is endlessly suffering and dying. […]” 
Antoine Schmitt, 2008 
▶ GENERATIVE VIDEO / SIZE: 2 x 1,96 m (minimum: 1 x 0,98 m) / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE  
 / VIDEO 1: https://vimeo.com/77203456 - VIDEO 2: www.antoineschmitt.com/france-3-2/

Christ Mourant - 2008 
Antoine Schmitt
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The Stil l Living series of visual installations revolves around the concept of living 
graphics : graphics using immediately readable visual codes – pie-charts, bars, curves, 
etc… – but animated by the same internal forces that they are supposed to describe. 
The sign and the thing become one. Each artwork is infinite and autonomous, a 
particular delicate situation : a still l ife, but living. 
These installations are designed to be exhibited in public or exhibition space, on 
individual screens or projections of human size, in a sober and minimal way: business 
style. 
▶ SERIES OF GENERATIVE VIDEOS / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE / OFFICIAL WEBSITE  
 / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/144303075 

Still Living - 2006 
Antoine Schmitt
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In World Wide Ensemble , an endless landscape of frenetic audio and visual automatas, 
all entangled in one another, slowly scrolls before the eyes of the viewer, through a 
window cut in the wall. The trackball, situated on the side of the window, allows the 
visitor to change the direction of the movement, to explore other parts of this “planet 
seen from a satellite’s window” (this is the only interaction).  
▶ INSTALLATION / OFFICIAL WEBSITE

World Wide Ensemble - 2006 
Antoine Schmitt

http://www.gratin.org/as/worldensemble/index.html


The origin of movement, through the programmed improvisation of a drum solo. See 
and hear the tension of the instant before the hit. Elements of rhythmic langage.  
▶ GENERATIVE VIDEO AND AUDIO INSTALLATION / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/144302156 

Le Solo - 2003 
Antoine Schmitt
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Display Pixel 3 - 2003 
Antoine Schmitt & Vincent Epplay

Unlike classical DJ/VJ setting which vocabulary is collage and juxtaposition, Display 
Pixel 3 deal with the physical relationships between image, sound, movement and 
causality : the notion of control and of its loss is central. In a visual universe inspired 
formally and conceptually by the mechanisms of video games, the audio fluxes and the 
singular sounds of Vincent Epplay literally give life to the scenes programmed by 
Antoine Schmitt. 
▶ A/V (AUDIOVISUAL) CONCERT / RUNNING TIME: about 45 minutes  
 / VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grotXQiKWKw 
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It is a live improvisation in which is built an ensemble of minimal objects, each with 
its own shape, sound and autonomous behavior, which triggers or influences the one 
of its neighbors, thus yielding a complex semi-autonomous rhythmic machine. The 
audio signature is one of a sample loop mix, a kind of extreme generalization of 
Pendulum Music from Steve Reich.  
The senses as well as the reasoning of the public are constantly challenged, between 
reality and abstraction. Frank Stella said : “What you see is what you see”, and here, it 
is what you feel, and nothing more, that questions. 
▶ A/V (AUDIOVISUAL) CONCERT / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/96489127 

Nanomachine - 2002 
Antoine Schmitt
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The Threesome art piece features three balls embedded in a physical space (the 
screen) and that exp lore the rea lm of the att ract ion/repuls ion/ indi f ference 
relationships. Threesome is an abstraction of an aspect of human and animal 
intersubjectivity. 
▶ GENERATIVE INSTALLATION / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/27125953 

Threesome - 2003 
Antoine Schmitt
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22 visual and audio cubes in autonomous rotation. Each cube is independent, but all 
play together. Rapid rhythm, slow autonomous evolutions. In between the hard and the 
soft, the lonesome and the crowd, the synchronous and the asynchronous, the 
predefined and the autonomous, the synesthetic and the serendipity, the full and the 
destructured, the totalitarian and the free-will, the imposition and the proposition.  
▶ GENERATIVE VIDEO AND AUDIO INSTALLATION / A TRIBUTE TO STEVE REICH  
 / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/144297507

22 cubes ensemble - 2001 
Antoine Schmitt
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A ball freely wanders in a rectangular space, bouncing on the walls. Each bounce 
generates a percussive sound, to each wall corresponds one note. The successive 
bounces always play the same melody, but not always with the same tempo. The ball is 
actually programmed to be free, and, at the same time, to play the melody, all this 
inside a physical universe. The tension between the forces appears through its 
mysterious movements. The title is drawn from a Satie piece for piano called Vexations , 
where as single melody has to be played 840 times (around 20 h). 
▶ GENERATIVE VIDEO (WITH AUDIO) / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE  
 / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/27217271

Vexation 1 - 2001 
Antoine Schmitt
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Le Jardinier de Dali indefinitely attempts to reproduce the sounds of a working 
gardener, with more or less success. “Dali had a lazy gardener, who often stopped 
working. No more gardening sound coming from the garden, Dali would then admonish 
the gardener, who would start working again. At some point, the lazy gardener 
designed a machine that would produce gardening sounds. But Dali recognized the 
difference in the sound between the real gardening sounds and the machine’s sounds.
[…]” This story told by Phil ippe Ramette after Antoine Schmitt told him his 
fundamental questioning about the difference between a noise and a strange noise.  
▶ OUTDOOR AUDIO INSTALLATION

Le jardinier de Dali [The Dali’s gardener] - 1999 
Antoine Schmitt



Sentences tell us “who knows what about whom”. The spectator wanders in the 
universe of knowledge inside an abstract intrigue between movie characters, and this 
forever. 
▶ GENERATIVE VIDEO / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/144299569 

Je sais - 1996 
Antoine Schmitt
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A white pixel wanders endlessly inside a rectangular space, leaving traces that 
disappear. Its movements are low, with sudden accelerations. It does not draw 
anything, it moves. Its mode of being, its way of moving result from the functioning, 
in front of us, of the underlying algorithm, modeled from a personal interpretation of 
the freudian model of the Conscious/Unconscious. The quality of its movement tends 
to question us on the cause of its movement. We are in the presence of a minimal 
artificial presence embedded in the present time. One follows it with the eyes.  
▶ GENERATVE VIDEO / RUNNING TIME: INFINITE / OFFICIAL WEBSITE  
 / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/27307412 

Le Pixel Blanc [The White Pixel] -  1996 
Antoine Schmitt
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